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Written by an expert dog whisperer and dog owner, the Kelpie Complete Owner's Manual has the answers you may need
when researching this tireless herding breed. Learn about this highly energetic, very smart, purebred and find out
whether or not this outstanding working dog will be the best choice for you and your family. Learn everything there is to
know, including little known facts and secrets and how to care for every aspect of the Kelpie 's life. This manual contains
all the information you need, from birth to the Rainbow Bridge, including transitioning through house breaking, care,
feeding, training and end of life, so that you can make a well-informed decision about whether or not this dog is the breed
for you. If you already have a Kelpie, this book will teach you everything you need to know to make your dog a happy dog
and to make you a happy dog owner. The author George Hoppendale is an experienced writer and a true animal lover.
He enjoys writing animal books and advising others how to take care of their animals to give them a happy home. CoAuthor Asia Moore is a professional Dog Whisperer, Cynologist and Author, living on Vancouver Island, off the west
coast of British Columbia, in Canada, who believes that all humans and dogs can live together in harmony. She and her
dog whispering team, which includes an 8-year-old Shih Tzu named Boris, teach dog psychology to humans, to help
alleviate problem behaviors that arise between humans and their canine counterparts so that everyone can live a happy
and stress-free life together. Covered in this book: - Temperament - Pros and Cons - Vital statistics - Before you buy Choosing the right dog - Finding a breeder - Puppy proofing your home - The first weeks - Health and common health
problems - Medical care & safety - Daily care - Feeding - Bad treats and snacks - Good treats and snacks - House
training - Grooming - Training - Poisonous Foods & Plants - Caring for your aging dog .... and much more.
From LayFlat Sketchbooks, the Sports Training Notebook Series was created for the Coaching/Training Classroom, by
request from high schools across the country. Each title features a diagram of the playing field, drawn to spec, with note
taking pages for each diagram. Since the inception of this book line in 2010, hundreds of national high school and college
sport classrooms have gained the benefit of moving players notes from the glass table top to the printed page for
continued study. To view and select titles from the complete Sports Training Notebooks product line (all available through
Amazon), please visit www.SportsTrainingNotebooks.com.
This is a key text for both practitioners and those on postgraduate coaching courses. It considers how coaches working
primarily non-directively can develop their practice by assimilating ideas from a range of approaches. It also looks at how
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they might apply their non-directive coaching skills in a number of other fields. The text acknowledges that there is no
single way to coach effectively and that it is impossible to be totally non-directive as a coach. However, it promotes the
need for a coach to be very clear about how directive or non-directive they wish to be, both in their overall approach and
as they decide in the moment what to say or do next in a coaching conversation.
Manfred Kets de Vries, Professor of Leadership Development, INSEAD: “The author takes us on an exciting journey to
explain what coaching is all about, providing us with a roadmap that is second to none. Anyone interested in better
understanding what coaching is all about, would do well to have a serious look at this book.” David Megginson, Professor
of Human Resources Development, Sheffield Hallam University: “From a vivid personal story just before the first chapter
to the fascinating mass of data in the appendices, this book is a captivating read about the concrete particulars of
coaching and the theoretical perspectives we can use to make sense of them. Erik de Haan makes a case for relational
coaching and prescribes clearly what his research and the tradition within which it is embedded can tell practitioners in
the field.” Bruce E. Wampold, Professor of Counseling Psychology, University of Wisconsin: “I am thrilled that there is a
coaching book that emphasizes the coachee and the relationship. In Relational Coaching, Erik de Haan places the
emerging profession on a strong foundation that emphasizes the interpersonal aspects of the endeavour.” Relational
Coaching is a radically different way of looking at coaching that puts the relationship, from the perspective of the
coachee, at the centre. Exploring both age-old tradition and reliable studies in recent decades, Relational Coaching gives
the modern executive coach ten commandments to help improve his or her practice. The book demonstrates how each of
these commandments is underpinned by sound quantitative research. The book begins by giving a complete overview of
the profession and the latest developments in coaching. The second part of the book presents new quantitative and
qualitative research into effects and experiences of coaching. Part three contains an introduction to the activities that
make a good coach and the mechanisms used to verify coaches’ understanding of their profession. Other topics covered
include training, accreditation, supervision and recommended literature.
Major League Baseball has compiled the definitive instruction manual on learning to play the game. Fully illustrated with
action photos of MLB stars illustrating key points and drills for each defensive position, this book also includes special
tips from MLB players on batting, base running, the rules of the game, and coaching. Easy-to-follow instructions and
diagrams of all the skills beginning players need to master the game--how to throw, hit, and field all the positions--while
also promoting good sportsmanship. Each skill and position is presented separately, with photographs and drawings of a
player executing the specific skill, advice on how to perform it, and when to use it, and the most common mistakes.
Written and compiled by the best baseball instructors, coaches, and players in the world, this comprehensive how-to is
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informative enough to help even the brightest young stars shine brighter. With keen insights from instruction and
developmental coaches, the need to create a positive environment in practice and encourage creativity as well as
technical correctness is stressed. Most importantly, the coaches understand that kids are not just small adults--and they
back up their understanding with advice on how to help kids fall in love with "America's pastime." Model training sections
construct excellent practice sessions--from warm-up through cool-down exercises and hundreds of drills and games to
reinforce--this is an essential tool for all coaches as a guide to improving performance and enjoyment of practice and
playing the game. This must-have resource covers it all: Batting, Pitching, Base running and sliding, Specific drills for
playing all defensive positions, Coaching and rules, Offensive and defensive strategy. Partial list of Big League tips on
How to Play the Game: Tony Gwynn (hitting), Sammy Sosa (judging fly balls), Bernie Williams (playing the outfield), Mark
Grace (approach to hitting), Alex Rodriguez (fielding ground balls), Jeff Bagwell (hitting), Roberto Alomar (fielding ground
balls), Jaret Wright (pitching mechanics), Edgar Renteria (how to play SS), John Lackey (improving your pitching), Carlos
Delgado (mastering 1B), Rocco Baldelli (basic approach at plate), Cristian Guzman (fielding ground balls), Danny Kolb
(good approach on the mound), Dontrelle Willis (pitching strategies), Torii Hunter (playing the outfield), Jason Marquis
(pitching with control), Chone Figgins (sliding), Orlando Cabrera (improving your game), Gary Bennett (becoming a better
catcher), Ervin Santana (pitching under pressure), Mark Teixeira (playing 1B), Ryan Howard (hitting), Joey Gathright
(playing the OF), Troy Tulowitzki (succeeding at the plate), Joel Zumaya (pitching with poise), Josh Johnson (pitching
with confidence)
Personal and professional coaching, which has emerged as a powerful career in the last several years, has shifted the
paradigm of how people who seek help with life transitions find a "helper" to partner with them in designing their desired
future. No matter what kind of sub-specialty a coach might have, life coaching is the basic operating system: a wholeperson, client-centered approach. Here, Pat Williams, who has been a leader in the life coaching movement, has coauthored another essential book for therapists working as coaches. Becoming a Professional Life Coach draws on the
wisdom of years of collective experience that have gone into designing the curriculum for the Institute for Life Coach
Training. This curriculum has trained therapists and psychologists around the world to add coaching to their current
businesses. This book presents the essential elements of life coach training program in a content-rich form that is
equivalent to a graduate-level education in the field.
A dynamic package of training material from a pair of expert coaches, The Self-Coached Climber offers comprehensive
instruction, from the basics of gripping holds to specific guidelines for developing a customized improvement plan. Hague
and Hunter base their methods on the four fundamental components of all human movement--balance, force, time, and
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space--and explain how to apply these principles to achieve efficient results. The DVD presents live demonstrations of
training exercises and features an original documentary of a 5.14a/b redpoint attempt by Adam Stack and Chris Lindner.
Self-Coached Climber was named a finalist in the Mountain Exposition Category at the 2007 Banff Mountain Festival.
Coaching delivers high performance in you, your team, and your organization. "Coaching for Performance is the proven
resource for all coaches and pioneers of the future of coaching." - Magdalena N. Mook, CEO, International Coach
Federation (ICF) "Shines a light on what it takes to create high performance." - John McFarlane, Chairman, Barclays,
Chairman, TheCityUK Coaching for Performance is the definitive book for coaches, leaders, talent managers and
professionals around the world. An international bestseller, featuring the influential GROW model, this book is the
founding text of the coaching profession. It explains why enabling people to bring the best out of themselves is the key to
driving productivity, growth, and engagement. A meaningful coaching culture has the potential to transform the
relationship between organizations and employees and to put both on the path to long-term success. Written by Sir John
Whitmore, the pioneer of coaching, and Performance Consultants, the global market leaders in performance coaching,
this extensively revised and extended edition will revolutionize the traditional approach to organizational culture. Brandnew practical exercises, corporate examples, coaching dialogues, and a glossary strengthen the learning process, whilst
a critical new chapter demonstrates how to measure the benefits of coaching as a return on investment, ensuring this
landmark new edition will remain at the forefront of professional coaching and leadership development.
Coaching Skills: A handbook, Third edition introduces the reader to the core skills needed to become a great coach.
Coaching is fast becoming the must-have leadership skill and this book shows how anyone can become a brilliant coach at work. Based on
methods specifically developed and proven in business, you will discover what it takes to be a coach, how to use the core coaching methods
and how to apply these to common coaching scenarios. Containing simple,practical ways to becoming a brilliant coach at work, you will be
able to unlock your own unique coaching ability and reap the rewards in no time at all! • BRILLIANT OUTCOMES: - Understand what
coaching really is - Feel confident in your ability to be a great coach - Put core coaching skills into action.
This is a fully revised and updated second edition of the successful Techniques for Coaching and Mentoring, also incorporating the best bits
of its sister text Further Techniques for Coaching and Mentoring. The book presents a comprehensive and critical overview of the wide range
of tools and techniques available to coaches and mentors. With a strong academic underpinning, it explores a wide range of approaches, and
provides techniques both for use with clients and to support professional development of the coach or mentor. Key features include: Easy-touse resources and techniques for one-to-one coaching; Case studies throughout the text, helping to put theory into practice; An overview of
different theoretical approaches; A dedicated section on ‘themes for the coach’ discussing coaching across cultures, evaluating your
coaching and looking after yourself as a coach; and Downloadable worksheets for each technique. Techniques for Coaching and Mentoring
2nd Edition is an invaluable resource for professional coaches and mentors looking to enhance their practice, and for students of coaching
and mentoring.
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This updated and expanded second edition of the The Coaching Manual: The Definitive Guide to The Process, Principles and Skills provides
a user-friendly introduction to the subject Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A
flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We hope you find
this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
When Co-Active Coaching was first released in 1998, this pioneering work set the stage for what has become a cultural and business
phenomenon and helped launch the profession of coaching. Published in more than ten languages now, this book has been used as the
definitive resource in dozens of corporate, professional development and university-based coaching programs as well as by thousands of
individuals looking to elevate their communication, relationship and coaching skills. This fully revised third edition of Co-Active Coaching has
been updated to reflect the expanded vision of the newly up.
"Much more than an outstanding toolkit, this hand book is an essential and rich resource for professional coaches (new and experienced) and
for leaders, managers and parents facilitating informal coaching conversations. Angus McLeod and Will Thomas have artfully distilled key
frameworks and tools for facilitating sustainable performance, wellbeing and humanity in both coach and coachee. Jargon free and filled with
immediately useable and highly impactful models, check-lists and downloadable resources, this guide will quickly become a well used and
trusted companion." Michelle Duval – Managing DirectorEquilibrio International "It offers a wealth of wise suggestions from two highly
experienced coaches and readers may choose to read it right through or dip into it using the List of Tools, Glossary and Index. The keys to
effective coaching, in the view of McLeod and Thomas, are questioning, listening and silence; they offer a very nice and easy exercise
enabling coaches to balance all three. Among the many other offerings I like are the tools for checking and working with coachees' emotions
and the 17 'starter questions' for coaching conversations." Dr Susie Linder-Pelz, author of 'NLP Coaching’' (Kogan Page) The Performance
Coaching Toolkit is a practical handbook for anyone wishing to improve their coaching skills. It is enriched by methods taken from the
authors' understanding and development of practical learning techniques as well as from their work in education, personal development and
within various commercial organizations. The approach of the book is concise and informative: all the tools sit within a practical framework for
developing and enhancing your own coaching style. This framework is based on the STEPPPA Model which is built around:Subject focus
Target focus Emotional focusPerception focus Plan focusPace and Act focusThe toolkit also provides a coherent and practical tool for
keeping in touch with the coaching process as a structured journey. The layout has been designed to enable fast access to key information
and the book has links to other related models and tools, so that the complexity of coaching processes, with time, becomes even more
comprehensible. This toolkit is key reading for coaches and prospective coaches in all sectors, particularly those who want a rapid and
accessible route to understanding coaching practice and who want a reliable source book for coaching methods.
"Coaching Positively is the book that the coaching profession needed. The growing positive psychology evidence base has a multitude of
applications to coaching, and Matt Driver shows us exactly how in this superb book. Blending narrative case examples with masterly insights
from the empirical literature, Driver provides a roadmap that will help any coach become masterfully effective in applying the lessons of
positive psychology in their coaching. Coaching Positively shares theoretical insights combined with a wealth of practical examples, activities
and exercises that any coach can start using immediately. The result is a golden resource for coaches looking for the missing ingredient that
enables them to help their clients achieve their goals – and keep achieving them. If you’re a coach who wants your clients to succeed, this is
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the book that will help you ensure they do." Alex Linley, Founding Director, Capp, www.cappeu.com Author, The Strengths Book: Be
Confident, Be Successful and Enjoy Better Relationships by Realising the Best of You "Driver has a writing style that is easy to read and
adsorb. He provides a breadth of information together with practical examples and resources such as questions a positive coach might
typically ask and is therefore a valuable resource; no mean achievement in only 141 pages." Kevin Chamberlain, Member of the Association
for Coaching, UK "Coaching Positively is a cauldron of evidence-based research and personal experiences of how contemporary coaches
can implement the latest practices. The author uses his experiences, and those from his panel, to link positive psychology and related
disciplines to coaching. He covers a wide range of topics from individual needs through to leadership and all the way to organisational
coaching from both practitioners and clients perspective. He also injects humour to let the coaches know they are human." Yvonne Thackray,
The Good Coach Coaching is a positive practice which focuses on building people's resourcefulness and positive beliefs about themselves.
Recent research into positive psychology supports and builds upon current coaching practice and also refines it. This straightforward,
practical book brings together:Substantial psychological research The author's experience of coaching and the practice of many other
coaches Examples from coaching clients that shows what has worked best for themThe importance of relationships, autonomy and
achievement in the coaching processLike many other coaches, managers and consultants, Matt Driver has found this relatively new field to
be inspiring and to offer practical insights into his work. It is proving to be of enormous value to people who are interested in what works
rather than what does not and who aim to fulfil themselves by developing their natural strengths. Whether you are a coach or a line manager,
learning the skills or commissioning coaching for others, you will find this book adds to your knowledge of current practice and gives you a
range of practical tools and techniques that will have an immediate impact.
This comprehensive practitioner guide provides an accessible evidenced based approach aimed at those new to coaching and who may be
undertaking coach training for a certificate in coaching or professional credentials or accreditation with the AC, ICF, EMCC, CMI or ILM. The
book will also be useful for those who want to enhance their coaching skills. The Coaches Handbook is edited by Jonathan Passmore, an
internationally respected expert and executive coach, with chapters from leading coaching practitioners from across the world. The book is
divided into seven sections. Section one examines the nature of coaching, its boundaries, the business case for coaching and how
organisations can build a coaching culture. Section two focuses on deepening our self-understanding and understanding our clients, the nonviolent communications mindset and the coaching relationship. Section three focuses on the key skills needed for coaching including goal
setting, powerful questions, active listening, using direct communications and the role of silence, emotions and challenge in coaching. Section
four offers a range of coaching approaches including behavioural, person-centred, solution-focused, psychodynamic, neuroscience, narrative,
positive psychology, out-door eco-coaching, team coaching, careers coaching and integrated coaching. Section five focuses on fundamental
issues in coaching such as ethics and contracting and evaluation. Section six explores continuous professional development, reflection and
the role of supervision, as well as how to establish your coaching business. The final section contains a host of coaching tools which
practitioners can use to broaden their practice. Unique in its scope, this key text will be essential reading for coaches, academics and
students of coaching. It is an important text for anyone seeking to understand the best practice approaches that can be applied to their
coaching practice, including human resources, learning and development and management professionals, and executives in a coaching role.

Lesley Salvato offers fresh perspectives, strategies and solutions as a means of becoming more effective and efficient in your life.
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She offers realistic considerations for CEO's, Business Owners, as well as people simply looking for lasting change in balance and
success at work, home and daily relationships. Finally a real opportunity to become more productive at work, more present with
your family and more engaged in your current relationships...now. It is time to Own your Now. After all, it is yours to own! Own
Your Now will motivate you to move forward in every area of your life. It will shed light into behaviors and routines that keep you
stuck and distant from the success and happiness you are capable of achieving. You will see that you do not need to become
someone else, but simply be open to a new lens, which will allow a new path to emerge. Lesley is a successful Coach and Owner
of Geller Coaching. For more details about her experience and approach please visit: www.GellerCoaching.com.
The definitive practical guide to all the tools, techniques and skills that any would-be personal coach needs to master.
This trail-blazing book is likely to become the definitive manual on playing and coaching cricket. It represents the first time that a
cricket coach and a sports scientist (both world experts in their field) have combined their experience, insights and wisdom to
create what is probably the most comprehensive and complete book on playing and coaching cricket anywhere in the world. Unlike
many other coaching manuals, this book does not simply supply technical 'recipes' for batting, bowling and fielding (although these
are thoroughly covered). The goal is to develop true 'all-rounder' players who show not only technical but mental strength, and who
are as physically fit and injury-resistant as possible. The mental, scientific, biomechanical and medical aspects of the game are
discussed in detail. Although scientifically and technically thorough, the book is written in a lively style; there are summaries,
explanatory illustrations (photographs and diagrams), anecdotes and handy tips from some of the game's greatest players and
characters.
Really it's a FUN book, not a workbook! Have you been asking, "How do I manifest my dreams?" This is your opportunity to create
magic and miracles in your life! Gratitude and asking for what you want can create miracles in your life. You can fall in love with
your life and create your dream life. Your dreams really can come true. The "Magic and Miracles: 30 Day Coaching Workbook" can
help you in finding YOUR passion - answering the question many of us struggle with. What is YOUR passion? Dream and live an
unexpected life. Ready for more joy, energy and enthusiasm? You can find it through the simple exercises included in the
workbook, which help you to tap into your Spirit. Start creating magic and miracles in your life. Get started with this 30-day
coaching workbook - and you'll be on your way to a new you and a new life in just one month.
You volunteered to coach the softball team, but are you ready? How will you teach the fundamental skills, run effective practices,
and harness the energy of your young team? Fear not: Survival Guide for Coaching Youth Softball has the answers. Longtime
coaches Robert and Tammy Benson share their experiences and provide advice you can rely on from the first practice to the final
game. Establishing realistic goals, in-game coaching tips, drills, strategies, and fun—it’s all here. Develop your team’s
fundamental skills—fielding, catching, throwing, and hitting—with the Survival Guide’s collection of the game’s best youth drills.
Included is a section on pitching instruction, and the ready-to-use practice plans will help you get the most out of every practice.
Survival Guide for Coaching Youth Softball has everything you need for a rewarding and productive season. So step up and enjoy
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the experience. It will be one that you won’t forget.
Attention Life & Business Coaches! This is NOT just another "how to" course on becoming a coach yet it will change your
perception about coaching! It is NOT about getting more coaching clients yet this course will help you to get exponentially MORE
clients than you've ever attracted before! It is NOT about making more money as a coach, yet this course will help you generate
more revenue from your coaching practice than you ever thought possible! Many coaches are struggling financially and are
desperately trying to fill their practices with reliable and high-paying clients. Yet not having enough clients is only a symptom of an
unsuccessful coaching practice, but not its root cause. If you're not running a successful and profitable coaching practice, there is
only one reason: You're not delivering the RESULTS your clients hired you for! So here is your REALITY CHECK! If you want to
want to make a greater impact as a coach and charge high-end coaching fees, you need to "step up your game"! You need to
become a Results Coach who can deliver the results clients are looking for! Results Coach Mastery will guide you step-by-step
through the process of transitioning from a traditional coach to a Results Coach! This book provides you with a complete start-tofinish blueprint for your new coaching practice! But with one major difference! It is 100% goal-oriented and results-driven! Over the
next 50 days, you will: - Learn how to deliver the RESULTS your clients are looking for! - Create your Unique Coaching
Proposition (UCP). - Determine the VALUE of your Coaching Programs in real terms. - Develop a formula to calculate your
coaching fees in a professional way. - Learn how to identify the Desired Outcome your client wants to achieve. - Draft a Coaching
Proposal that outlines your coaching program, the results that your clients can expect to achieve and the coaching fees that you
will charge. (template included). - Create a comprehensive Coaching Agreement based on mutual accountability for you and your
client (template included). - Develop a Signature Coaching Program that is niche specific. - Teach the three modalities of Results
Coaching: One-on-One, Group and Hybrid coaching. - Structure your coaching practice for maximum results and coaching fees. Market and monetize your coaching practice for maximum profitability. - Produce valuable free content to create the perception
that you are an authority in your niche. - Develop your unique and powerful Coaching Brand. - Launch your new Coaching Practice
in 28 days! Whether you're a brand new coach just starting out, or a seasoned veteran with years of experience, if you want to
produce the RESULTS that your clients are eager to pay high-end coaching fees for, this book is for you! And that is a REALITY
CHECK that you can take to the bank! Results Coach Mastery is a complete coaching training program "in-a-book"! Once you've
implemented all the strategies and techniques that are found in the 30 modules and completed all the assignments, you will be
ready, confident and competent to create a rewarding and lucrative coaching practice as a Results Coach in 50 days!
The Coaching Manual is based on methods developed - and proven -in business, this highly practical book will show you how
coaching works, take you step-by-step through everything you need to know and do, and show you how both parties can get the
best from the relationship
Packed with tools and techniques that ensure each stage of the framework is understood by both coach and client, and completed
successfully. The Seven Cs of Coaching provides a unique and easily personalized guide to the whole process.
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The single most important skill in coaching is asking powerful questions. In this volume, master coach trainer Tony Stoltzfus joins with 12
other professional coaches to present dozens of valuable asking tools, models and exercises, then illustrates these coaching strategies with
over 1,000 examples of penetrating questions. Covering the gamut from basic techniques like options and actions to advanced concepts such
as challenge and reframing, Coaching Questions is a book that will find a home on any coach's short list of handy references. Coaching
Questions: A Coach's Guide to Powerful Asking Skills includes:1. Dozens of asking tools, models, and strategies.2. The top ten asking
mistakes coaches make, and how to correct each one.3. Nearly 1200 examples of powerful questions from real coaching situations.4.
Destiny discovery tools organized in a four-part life-purpose model .5. Overviews of 15 popular coaching niches, with a tool and examples for
each.6. A schedule of training exercises to help you become a "Master of Asking".
.
Surfing has evolved from a relatively obscure pastime to one of the fastest growing sports in the world. Today, there are millions of surfers
across the globe. The Art of Surfing was the first book of its kind to avail participants, both beginner and advanced, with the same training and
coaching principles of the more established and traditional sports. It has empowered both recreational and competitive surfers to prepare for
and catch the best waves. This thoroughly revised and updated new edition—with 160 color photos—covers boards and equipment, the
anatomy of waves, body position and stance, and techniques for everything from paddling to walking the nose. Special chapters on
competition and training, biomechanics, and the psychology of surfing round out this first-of-its-kind textbook for the developing surfer. Inside
you'll find information on: · The basics of boards and other gear, the anatomy of waves, and a review of basic maneuvers · Advanced
techniques for everything, from paddling to turning to walking the nose · Basic and advanced exercises for improving flexibility, balance, and
stability · Strength-training and power-building routines · Cardiovascular endurance workouts, as well as cross-training options · Tips on
performance nutrition, and the latest advances in sports psychology A chapter on surf contests rounds out this coaching and training manual.
Let The Art of Surfing help you develop a game plan to boost your physical, technical, and mental performance--and prepare to catch the
next wave.
Customized for the Salem Volcanoes(Minor League Team in Salem Oregon)This book gets rid of all the myths and misunderstandings of the
baseball swing. For the first time in 120 years of baseball, we now fully understand the swing from a precise analytical perspective - - and
here it is!There are two books: Book 1 (this book) is the stand-alone manual written specifically (in baseball language) for fans, ballplayers,
and coaches of all levels, including Little League coaches and their dads. It carefully walks you through the swing telling you what is
happening, how, and why. It's unlike anything you have ever seen in the baseball literature. You'll be amazed. For FANS, certain chapters are
written specifically for you, so you (1) know what to watch for during a game; (2) how to classify batters into different styles; and (3) the final
chapter describes the styles of different Home Run Kings from Babe Ruth to Barry Bonds. You'll learn lots and enjoy the game that much
more.Book 2 is Technical Supplements, which are referenced in Book 1, with lots of graphs and tables - - based on our computer model
which exactly matches the swing. Book 2 is for coaches, trainers, weight trainers, as well as teachers and students of the swing. Perfect for a
college course!
Widely recognised as a leading practical handbook on coaching, The Coaching Manual combines an understanding of coaching principles,
skills, attitudes and behaviours, along with practical guidance and a comprehensive tool kit for coaches. The Coaching Manual demystifies
the full coaching process, from first step to final meeting. This is the complete guide to coaching and includes: models, perspectives, skills,
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case studies, tips and advice.
As the coach, (for example in baseball) you teach your players how to bat, pitch, steal bases, back up throws from the outfield, bunt, make
the double play pivot, etc. That is your job - what we want to do is to help you have your players play their very best. For example, Sandy,
your second baseman, is giving your shortstop fits with her tosses on double play attempts. What do you do about it and how do you do it?
We can show you the best ways to help her and ourself as she grows in the game. You will use proven mental processes to teach new skills
and to improve on old skills (and create great attitudes while you're at it). Dr. Pierro presents twelve basic teaching/coaching strategies in a
very positive manner so that you can teach your players the skills and tactics of the game more quickly, effectively, and joyfully. These
strategies; including Visualization, Focusing, Anchoring, and Triggers; are presented with many examples and illustrations from real sports
settings.
This is the definitive manual for coaching America's fastest-growing sport for kids aged 8-19. Written for both beginning and seasoned
coaches, The Complete Book of Coaching Youth Soccer shows you--in concise, easy-to-understand terms--how to organize, motivate, and
lead your youth soccer team to success on the field. Included are: Step-by-step teaching points Rules and strategies of the game More than
100 illustrative diagrams More than 75 practice and competitive drills Complete 10-week season plans for each of three separate age groups
Designed for easy, on-the-field reference, author Simon Whitehead's proven practice drills are designed progressively to develop maximum
skills for both individual and team play. Simon Whitehead lives in Minneapolis and has coached high school and college soccer in England
and in the United States for more than ten years. Using proven European teaching methods, he shows the soccer coach how to maximize
each young player's enthusiasm, involvement, and personal success in soccer.
As a mentor you must be many things: role model, expert, advocate, cheerleader, enforcer and friend. Plus you must make a positive, lasting
difference to the knowledge, skills and prospects of your mentee. So, being a mentor is a big responsibility. But with The Mentoring Manual,
getting it right is easy. Based on methods developed - and proven – in business, this highly practical book will show you how mentoring
works, take you step-by-step through everything you need to know and do, and show you how both parties can get the best from the
relationship. · Understand what mentoring really is and how to do it well · Feel fully confident in your ability to be a great mentor · Develop key
skills like listening, collaboration and coaching · Help your mentee feel more knowledgeable, confident and valued · Pass on your skills,
experience and expertise to colleagues and contacts Get the most from mentoring: help your mentee, develop your skills and make a positive
difference “A breath of fresh air compared with many books on coaching and mentoring. The process of mentoring and the potential pitfalls
are presented in a clear and challenging way.” David Megginson, Emeritus Professor of HRD, Sheffield Hallam University “A clear,
pragmatic and accessible guide for mentors.” Professor David Clutterbuck, author, speaker, and co-founder of the European Mentoring and
Coaching Council

The first reference to bring scientifically proven approaches to the practice of personal and executive coaching The
Evidence Based Coaching Handbook applies recent behavioral science research to executive and personal coaching,
bringing multiple disciplines to bear on why and how coaching works. A groundbreaking resource for this burgeoning
profession, this text presents several different coaching approaches along with the empirical and theoretical knowledge
base supporting each. Recognizing the special character of coaching-that the coaching process is non-medical,
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collaborative, and highly contextual-the authors lay out an evidence-based coaching model that allows practitioners to
integrate their own expertise and the needs of their individual clients with the best current knowledge. This gives coaches
the ability to better understand and optimize their own coaching interventions, while not having to conform to a single,
rigidly defined practice standard. The Evidence Based Coaching Handbook looks at various approaches and applies
each to the same two case studies, demonstrating through this practical comparison the methods, assumptions, and
concepts at work in the different approaches. The coverage includes: An overview: a contextual model of coaching
approaches Systems and complexity theory The behavioral perspective The humanistic perspective Cognitive coaching
Adult development theory An integrative, goal-focused approach Psychoanalytically informed coaching Positive
psychology An adult learning approach An adventure-based framework Culture and coaching
Emotional Intelligence Coaching examines the vital role emotions and habits play in performance. Emotional intelligence
can help leaders and coaches recognize how attitudes - both their own and those of the people they coach - prevent
individuals from reaching their potential. Replacing these with more useful feelings and thoughts can provide a powerful
means of improving performance. This book explains the principles of emotional intelligence and how these relate to
coaching for performance. It includes practical activities for those seeking to identify and adapt their behaviour in order to
achieve more. Never before have emotional intelligence and coaching been brought together in this way to help you
develop your own and other people's performance.
The official playing and coaching manual for youth soccer of the United States Soccer Federation. The definitive playing
and coaching manual for youth soccer. Compiled by the coaching, educational and technical staff of U.S. Soccer, this
book offers extensive information on all aspects of the game, technique, tactics, laws, prevention and care of injury,
coaching preparation, organizational structure, model training sessions, and more than 100 practice games suitable for
developing aspects of every player's game. Features numerous games for developing dribbling * passing * finishing *
heading * defending * goalkeeping, as well as games specifically for young beginners * games to teach tactics * overall
soccer decision-making. Extensive technique section offers detailed pointers on dribbling and turning moves * shielding *
passing * receiving * drives * chips, bending the ball and volleys * heading * marking * tackling * goalkeeping catches *
dives and saves. Tactical chapters offer detailed information on fundamental attacking tactics * defensive principles *
restart tactics for defensive and offensive success. Model training sections construct excellent practice sessions, from
warmup through cool down exercises * useful for all coaches as a guide to improving performance * efficiency *
enjoyment of training.
This book presents a definitive guide to understanding, applying, and teaching Occupational Performance Coaching
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(OPC). Grounded in principles of occupational therapy, person-centredness, and interprofessional frameworks of health
and disability, this book will be of interest across health and rehabilitation professions. Supporting people affected by
disability to do well and live the life they want is the ultimate outcome of all rehabilitation professionals, no matter where
on the lifespan our clients sit. Coaching is increasingly recognised as highly effective in achieving this aim. This
accessible manual provides case examples related to diverse health conditions alongside practitioner reflections.
Uniquely, this manual presents coaching methods designed specifically for the rehabilitation environment. This book is a
manual for practitioners, researchers, students, and lecturers interested in gaining a robust understanding of OPC
methods, theoretical basis, and implementation. An e-Resource linked to the book provides access to video
demonstrations, a podcast from Dr Graham, and downloadable materials including a self-assessment of OPC skills (OPC
Fidelity Measure), templates for clinical work, and teaching presentation material.
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